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Delivered this morning by: Caroline!

Your burning questions about the Renaissance: answered. 

Caroline and Lauren, 
STARVING artists!

FA C T  C H E C K  A L E R T ! ! !
HOW ACCURATE IS THE 
RENAISSANCE FAIRE?

2.) Was a turkey leg actually $23.50 in 1584?

5.) How do you make mead? 6.) How much magic 
was there, really?

8.) What percentage of the 
population had pointed ears?

7.) How kinky was it?

4.) How sanitary was mud wrestling?

1.) Could y
ou bow out of th

e jousting
 

tournament if you 
were kind o

f tired?

3.) Did they really sell chicken 
shawarma out of food trucks?

9.) Did middle-aged
 people no

r-

mally wear gryffin
dor capes?

10.) were oracles typically tipp
ed on 

venmo?

11.) where did peasants buy their jordans?
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Answers are in the form of a puzzle. Connect a line to the answer. We forget which ones match 
so this is really up to you!
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I LOST MY SOCK AGAIN
Caroline Lopez, 

Idiot

How 
was your 
break?!

Not much to say here. I lost one of my socks again. If you see it let me know.

FALL BREAK BY THE 
NUMBERS

Caroline Lopez and Lauren Ehlers,
Giving Mark 5 stars

20 members of DChi in Chicago (DChicago)

13 people with car trouble on the way to their destination

99% of those people with car trouble on the way back to Denison

1 large skeleton that stayed in the library the whole break

546 students visiting their friends at other colleges

Many trees whose leaves turned a different color

23 assignments due wednesday left untouched for four days

100% battery life on computers that were not opened all break

9 pieces of new roadkill on campus

7 students who spent their break at a geology conference in Pennsylvania

80 students returning to school with vows not to spend money for a 
month

1458 student workers who forgot that their time sheet was due Monday

16 trips to nearby pumpkin patches to take cute couples’ photos

278 reunions with pets (lucky)

30 days until Thanksgiving Break


